
Products & Solutions Overview



What if...
»  you had a team of more than 1,000 seasoned credit analysts and 

over 60 experienced economists with expertise across all industry 
sectors, asset classes and  geographies?

»     you had a continually refreshed toolbox of sophisticated models 
and leading-edge software tuned to your business challenges in 
enterprise risk management?

»  you had the resources to track more than 11,000 corporate 
issuers, 25,000 public finance issuers and 100,000 structured 
 finance obligations?

You Can, with Moody’s Analytics as Your Solutions Partner.
We give you the scale and scope to respond to ever-changing and increasing demands on 
your limited resources. We help you make sense of complexity and take advantage of market 
developments across industries worldwide.

»  you had best practices of the entire world of credit and financial 
risk management at your disposal?

»     you commanded a multidisciplinary array of solutions and 
expertise that encompassed every critical aspect of your financial 
risk, now and into the future?

»  you had a dedicated group of trainers who applied their decades 
of experience as practitioners, regulators and analysts to improve 
how your people perform?
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Moody’s Analytics: essential insight serving Global Financial Markets.

Providing what you need to know

»  As analysts, we provide informed 
opinions backed by years of experience 

»   As a developer of software applications 
and predictive models, we put industry-
leading tools in your hands

»  As a data source, our wealth of 
pertinent information spans every 
industry and market

We offer tools, insights and 
solutions that allow you to face 
your market challenges with 
greater confidence.

»  As consultants, we devise custom 
solutions to your risk measurement and 
management challenges and help you 
improve your bottom line performance

»  As trainers, we upgrade the skills in your 
organization through courses taught by 
leading market experts and matched to 
individual skills and business needs

An essential part of what we do is help our clients measure, understand and mitigate risk. 
This includes credit risk but also goes beyond it, with expertise and offerings that encompass 
related forms of financial and economic risk.

Clients come to us for incisive intelligence that leads to decisive impact. We offer a 
multidisciplinary approach and a variety of mechanisms for you to access our capabilities, 
including direct communication with our analysts, timely alerts on changing data and 
opinions, software to support various modeling needs and both advisory and training 
services. All our offerings share one purpose, which is to provide you with greater ability to 
make the right choices.

We help our clients monitor the markets to keep their strategies and positions aligned 
with current realities and trends as they evolve. Our global presence means that 
you always have access to experts who understand the unique needs and regulatory 
parameters of your local market. 

dimensions of service
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to Assess risk

to Adapt Your decisions to 
changing Financial Markets

to Make informed decisions



structured Analytics & valuation

Areas of Expertise
credit research & risk Measurement

 We Provide Opinions that Move the Market
Over 40,000 leading market participants rely on Moody’s Analytics for critical input into their 
investment and risk management decisions. These include institutional investors, fixed-income credit 
professionals, risk professionals, equity market participants, commercial lenders and underwriters. 

Product Highlight: 
RiskCalc Plus
riskcalc plus displays 
the relative contribution 
scores of the most 
important driver for a 
particular firm’s edF 
credit measure.
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Expected Default Frequency (EDF) 4.9% 15.3%
Bond Default Rate Mapping B2.edf B2.edf
Percentile 88.4% 89.9%
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Manage your deals, forecast cash flows, identify undervalued or 
overvalued securities, make investment decisions, assess probability 
of default and estimate expected losses. Our solutions include: 

»  Robust analytics that drive in-depth analysis of your portfolio 
including multi-deal scenario analysis, Monte Carlo analysis, price 
and yield sensitivity and cross-deal collateral analysis 

»  Comprehensive libraries of deal waterfalls and performance data 
that have been scrubbed by our financial engineers to ensure 
accuracy, so that you can conduct your own analyses

 »  Flexible architecture that allows you to integrate our software 
with your other internal systems or view and modify collateral, 
deal waterfalls and other deal assumptions 

»  Reliable, independent valuations of hard-to-value assets from our 
experienced professionals

Our tools are integrated with Moody’s Analytics credit models and 
macroeconomic forecasts, allowing you to assess the underlying 
collateral and cash flows of over 6,000 securities and stress test their 
values under different scenarios. 

Deploy the most comprehensive suite of research, data and tools to 
analyze and monitor individual securities, companies and industries 
on the market. Our integrated research program includes:

»    One-on-one access to industry-leading analysts, briefings and 
teleconferences

»       In-depth reports that dissect the credit strengths and weaknesses 
of individual companies and transactions

»    Accurate, timely and comprehensive sets of data on company 
financials, industries and deal performance metrics

»    Analytical models and software to analyze, screen and monitor 
individual credits and portfolios

»       Multiple perspectives—from qualitative to quantitative and from 
market-based views to fundamental analysis—on the credit 
quality of your portfolio.

   If you are looking to build your own credit risk measurement 
system, we can offer a complete turnkey solution that embeds 
our deep expertise in credit analysis into enterprise-wide software. 
Alternatively, we can provide specific analytical models, scorecards 
and advice to complement your existing capabilities.



enterprise risk Management economic & consumer credit Analytics 

Product Highlight: Fermat RAPM
our risk-Adjusted performance Management solution allows you to allocate capital 
and resources based on a large range of Key performance indicators.
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Understand the forces that shape the global economy through 
insightful commentary as well as economic, financial, country 
and regional research. Fortune Global 500 companies rely 
every day on our customized data and economic analysis. Our 
economists offer: 

»    Real-time monitoring of financial and economic developments 
around the globe

»  Coverage of more than 60 countries, representing 93% of 
the world’s GDP

»  Information in the US at the state, metro, county, consumer 
credit and housing market levels

Our tools help you minimize risk and maximize the bottom 
line. You can forecast and stress test the performance of 
consumer loan portfolios and integrate internal performance 
factors, such as lending standards and collection practices, with 
actual and prospective regional economic performance data.

Manage and measure portfolio-level credit risk actively and more 
accurately. Our software and models help you make sensible 
decisions in allocating capital and maximizing opportunities, while 
minimizing risk exposure. We provide: 

»    Industry-leading tools to manage credit risk, market risk and 
operational risk, and to implement risk-based pricing, valuation 
and monitoring across the portfolio

»    Powerful calculation engines that drive risk analysis, stress 
testing, capital allocation and reporting

»    Robust technology for data storage, financial spreading and 
internal and external ratings analysis

»    Limits management and asset and liability management 
solutions that are key to the overall risk management system 
of a financial institution

On the regulatory front, our integrated risk capital assessment 
systems help banks comply with Basel II and III and insurance 
companies comply with Solvency II. Clients get the performance 
they need to meet tight deadlines, with the flexibility to adapt to 
evolving regulatory regimes. Our system is already in use by over 
40 supervisors.



Accessing Our Expertise
Access to our expertise can be customized to fit 
your unique information and workflow needs and 
tailored to your exact specifications through the 
following delivery platforms.

Analyst Access, Briefings  
and Teleconferences

In one-on-one and group settings, Moody’s analysts discuss ratings 
methodologies and deliver valuable insight into the fundamental 
credit analysis of corporations. 

Web-based Research  
and Monitoring Tools

We put our ratings and outlooks, issuer and security-level 
information, and structured deal databases at your fingertips. Many 
of our tools can be integrated into your proprietary applications to 
improve data integrity and facilitate analysis. riskFrontier calculates the amount of risk and return that each 

exposure contributes to the portfolio. this graph assists the user in 
finding the outliers.
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Software Tools & Related Services

Our suite of applications combines the world’s most comprehensive 
and relevant databases with advanced analytical modeling 
techniques. Our expertise is embedded in our software solutions. 
We also offer professional services through our industry and product 
experts, including implementation, advisory, training and customer 
support.

Data Services

Our data services offer the highest degrees of relevance, quality 
and depth. We make data available to you directly from Moody’s 
Analytics or through third-party redistributors. You can track rating 
and other market changes as they unfold, with accurate and timely 
updates sent directly to your own systems.

Moodys.com aggregates multiple perspectives on credit risk to ensure 
clients have access to the most current information and insights when 
making critical investment decisions.
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 About Moody’s Analytics
Moody’s Analytics helps capital markets and credit risk management professionals worldwide 
respond to an evolving marketplace with confidence. The company offers unique tools and best 
practices for measuring and managing risk through expertise and experience in credit analysis, 
economic research and financial risk management. By providing leading-edge software, advisory 
services, and research, including the proprietary analysis of Moody’s Investors Service, Moody’s 
Analytics integrates and customizes its offerings to address specific business challenges.

Risk Management Services

Our Risk Management Services team draws upon their experience 
as former analysts, practitioners and regulators to understand your 
business and the challenges you face. Our customized advisory 
engagements use Moody’s extensive data, research, analytic tools, 
software and expertise to address all types of risk management 
needs. Our team can work with you to: 

»    Develop an end-to-end counterparty risk assessment solution

»    Plan, achieve and manage compliance under new and changing 
regulatory regimes

»    Create strategy, policy and plans to actively manage risk to 
achieve your business objectives

»    Provide independent, clear assessments of value for illiquid assets, 
in the current environment and under stress 

»    Conduct informed credit risk, economic development, product 
line forecast and market analyses  

»    Build customized analysis, research, reporting and 
management solutions for your most complex risk and  
financial management challenges

Training

Our experts provide comprehensive training programs in the areas 
of banking and credit, financial markets and professional skills. We 
can help you develop tailored solutions to build the skills of your 
employees and deliver real return on your training investments. 
We have unparalleled credentials, experience and commitment to 
delivering an outstanding learning experience through a variety of 
programs:

»    Public and customized in-house seminars on over 100 topics 
for both the novice and the experienced practitioner

»    Certifications designed and developed by industry practitioners to 
help banking professionals meet the highest standard for financial 
risk proficiency 

»    Career transition services, graduate training, executive coaching 
and personal development coaching

»    State-of-the-art web-based training programs, offering an 
ongoing resource for skill development 

»    Testing and diagnostic tools to measure capabilities and identify 
areas for improvement

»    Workbooks, handbooks and case studies to serve as an ongoing 
reference resource
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AMERICAS
+1.212.553.1653
clientservices@moodys.com

EMEA
+44.20.7772.5454
clientservices.emea@moodys.com

ASIA (EXCLUDING JAPAN)
+85.2.3551.3077
clientservices.asia@moodys.com

JAPAN
+81.3.5408.4100
clientservices.japan@moodys.com
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CONTACT US 
Visit us at moodysanalytics.com or contact us at a location below:


